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Todays buildings are
tomorrows material bank
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First
Impressions
Last
There are many things in life one can do over
and over again. Creating a first impression is not
one of those things. First impressions last - this
also goes for a building or a home.
Komproment delivers the external climate cover
for a building. Our environmentally aesthetic
roof- and façade solutions protect any building
against the elements.
Our combination of unique mounting systems
along with a wide range of natural materials
creates durable and beautiful roofs and facades.
The offered solutions are based on experience
as well as documentation and have been
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We focus on
human relations

developed in cooperation with architects and
selected customers.
The work we do is based on sustainable principles such as “design-for-separation” and
environmentally well documented “material
passports”.
When working internally with colleagues and
externally with our business partners, we strive
to be fair, solution-oriented and openminded
because.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS LAST
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Environmentally
aesthetic solutions in
sustainable materials
Ventilated facades protect and preserve
buildings against the elements. They do so
in a beautiful and environmentally friendly
way. Komproment offers a range of different
mounting systems adapted to the natural
materials which are a 100% inorganic.
Our work is based on sustainable principles
as “design for separation”, “cradle to cradle”
and traceability.
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We do so because our resources are limited
and valuable and because we take responsibility for the world we live in.
Many of our systems offer the possibility of
integrating solar panels in the façade. Our
green DNA ensures the sustainable projects
of the future. For all projects delivered by
Komproment, a “material passport” is issued
and installed in the wall of the building. This

metal plate accurately documents all materials used thus ensuring that the materials
can be taken down in the future and be
re-used. This considerably reduces future
waste and possibly ensures some of the original value of the material.
No compromise! Especially not when it
comes to our environment!
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The buildings built today are
the material banks of the future
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The documented green DNA of materials
from Komproment ensures future sustainable projects. We work with natural materials of high quality.

Ceramics: Ceramic is essentially a product
made of inorganic material that is being
dried, pressed and fired. It has a long life
and a natural, aesthetic look.

Slate: Natural slate is a completely natural,
exclusive building material with an exceptional long life. Slate is a perfect material in
a rough climate offering good protection
against all kinds of weather as well as fire. A
roof or façade mounted with quality slate is
expected to last at least 80 years. The slate
is cut directly out of the mountain or the
rock and is split by hand with a hammer
and chisel. No further production process is
needed, thereby making it one of the most
environmentally friendly materials indeed.

Clay cladding: Clay cladding is manufactured from especially selected types of clay
and fired at up to 1200 degrees Celsius.
The surface then obtains a beautiful and
rustic surface. Clay cladding lasts several
generations.
Concrete cladding: We use 100% clean
natural materials such as sand, stone and
gravel. Concrete easily lasts 50 years.
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Natural slate

Zappa

Danielsen Arkitektur / Bonava

The Zappa mounting system has been developed focusing
on minimum material use and high mounting speed. The
system is made of 100% inorganic and sustainable building
materials according to the “Cradle-to-cradle” principles.

Natures own material cut directly from the rock
and hand cut – one of the most environmentally
friendly materials in the world.

Montage:
Zappa

Barcelona
Silver White

Barcelona
Plain

Autumn

Clouded Bay

Diamond
Black

Green Hill

D-Wall
The D-Wall facade system is the only natural slate system
on the market that can be mounted on roof as well as
facade. Fixation of the slate is completely invisible.

No compromise when it
comes to environment
or aesthetics

Barcelona
Silver White

Montage:
D-Wall

Diamond
Black

Holscher Nordberg / Scandi Byg
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BM Byggeindustri / Vandkunsten
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Vidar Ceramic

Ceramics

Vidar Ceramic is an economically interesting choice for
roof and façade cladding. With a tile thickness of just
10mm, this tile offers a very light and elegant look.

The Komproment range of Ceramics consists
of more colours – here you see Zappa Ceramic
Mountain White with a light and positive
appearance.

Montage:
Vidar Keramik

Bright Grey

Dark

Grey

Hazel

Sandstone

Vivid Black

Zappa Ceramic
The Komproment Zappa façade system with visible
fixation is the Danish façade system with the shortest
mounting time.

Mountain White

Montage:
Zappa Keramik

ONV Arkitekter / Scandi Byg
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Clay shingles

Environmentally
aesthetic solutions
designed to resist
any climate

Vidar
Vidar clay shingles are proper tiles in an elegant
and stylish design. The material is a 100% inorganic and developed in accordance with the
“Cradle-to-cradle” principles.
Komproment offers a great variety of colours
and an almost unlimited choice of unique
colour- and surface combinations.

5E entreprenør / Cobe Arkitekter

Vidar Clay shingles
Vidar Clay shingles is an economically
good choice as roof or facade cladding.
It is delivered with a Komproment
mounting system. The shingles have a
thickness of just 14mm

Montage:
Vidar Teglspån
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Chelsea Black
Brown Rustik

Chelsea Black
Brown Rillet

Aarhus Yellow
Rustik

Aarhus Yellow
Rillet

Faro Black
Glat

Faro Black
Rillet

Oslo Pure White
Glat

Oslo Pure White
Rillet

Aarhus Grey
Rustik

Aarhus Grey
Rillet

Aarhus Grey
Dark Rustik

Aarhus Grey
Dark Rillet

Manchester Blue
Rustik

Manchester Blue
Rillet

Westerwall Red
Brown Rustik

Westerwall Red
Brown Rillet

Aarhus Silky
Black Rustik

Aarhus Silky
Black Rillet

White Arkitekter
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Colosseum Nordic

Clay cladding

Colosseum Nordic tile is shaped as an “L-profile”.
Colosseum is used when buildings should have a lighter,
slimmer expression than our Pantheon profile.

Colosseum Nordic
The Colosseum has been developed in a close
cooperation with Danish architects. The shape
as well as the choice of colours are both heavily
influenced by Nordic architecture.

Montage:
Colosseum Nordic

Nordic Red
Dragwired

Peat Black
Dragwired

Terracotta Red
Dragwired

Cloudy Grey
Dragwired

Beach Yellow
Dragwired

Concrete Grey
Dragwired

Brazilian Brown
Dragwired

Vandkunsten Arkitekter / Bonava Danmark
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Colosseum Earth

Clay cladding

Colosseum Earth tile is shaped as an “L-profile”. This is a
preferred material when the building should have a light
expression and a slimmer look than the Pantheon profile.

Colosseum Earth
Colosseum Earth has been developed using the
first mounting system that fixates the cladding
without screws or any other visible mechanical
fixation.
Colosseum Earth therefore presents a light and
harmonious expression and is offered in 8 colour
combinations.

Montage:
Colosseum Earth

Blue

Grey

Dark Grey

Black

Dark Brown

Red

Red Scaled

Yellow

JCN Bolig / Rubow Arkitekter
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Clay cladding

Todays buildings
are tomorrows
material bank

Pantheon Nordic
Pantheon Nordic is produced with visible
texture in the surface in combination with a
rich variation in colour on each tile. This product
which offers big diversity in expression, is suitable in any climate.

Effekt Arkitekter / RHB development

Pantheon Nordic
The Pantheon Nordic tile is shaped as a “U-profile”,
which creates a very visible shadow effect and a
rustic look.

Montage:
Pantheon Nordic
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Nordic Red

Terracotta Red

Brazilian Brown

Cloudy Gray

Concrete Gray

Peat Black

Beach Yellow
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Pantheon Earth

Clay cladding

Pantheon Earth is a tile shaped as a “U-profile”, which
gives the façade a significant expression with visible
shadow effect.

Pantheon Earth
Beautiful and Scandinavian design. Developed
in close cooperation with Danish architects,
Pantheon Earth offers a unique shape and
variations in colour.

Aarstiderne Arkitekter / Gustav Hansen

Montage:
Pantheon Earth

Dark Red

Red

Grey

Dark Grey

Black

Blue

Dark Brown
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Concrete
cladding

The only Nordic
ventilated concrete façade

Concrete Cover from Komproment is the first
Nordic ventilated façade system in concrete –
it´s developed with a 100% inorganic mounting
system with no visible fixation.
The mounting system is simple and quick and
ensures an optimal mounting speed.

Concrete Cover

Montage:
Concrete Cover
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Montage:
Concrete Cover

Cover Grey

Antracit

Brown

Rosa
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Create a uniform and
unique architectural
expression when merging
roof and façade

Roof and façade in just
one and the same material
A building becomes unique when choosing
roof and façade in one material. Environmentally and aesthetically this innovative
product design creates a first impression that
will truly last. The following Komproment
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systems can be delivered for both roof and
façade: Vidar · Concrete Cover · Colosseum
Nordic · Colosseum Earth · Pantheon Nordic ·
Pantheon Earth

Kornets Hus. Raiulf Ramstad Arkitekter / Trigon
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Solar panels
integrated in a
façade or on roofs

Kant Arkitekter / Georg Berg
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Solar panels offer a sustainable method to
produce own electricity. The panels can be
integrated as a natural part of a façade or on
a roof.

Based on 20 years of experience in this field,
we analyze your specific needs and can help
you set up an interesting and safe business
case.

The solar panels from Komproment has
been developed exclusively in cooperation
with the leading producers worldwide of
panels. They are mounted as simple “plug
and play” units.

Solar panels as design elements can be
mounted in the following Komproment
façade systems:

The solar panels can be produced in desirable and adapted colour variations. The
glass can be produced in either a reflecting
version or with an anonymous matt finish.

·
·
·
·

Zappa
Vidar
Colosseum Earth
Concrete Cover
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Komproment
Complete solutions
for facades

Material

System-integrated

Solar panels

Slate

Zappa

×

Slate

D-Wall

×

Ceramics

Zappa

×

Ceramics

Vidar

Concrete cladding

We take responsibility for all parts of the
delivery: Material, mounting
and fixation system
Komproment will guide you and offer to
help you through all aspects of the process:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Colours-mounting

Concrete
Cover

×

Roof and façade
in one

×

·	Drawings and details for mounting and
back system
· List of certified Komproment installers
· Start-up meeting with chosen installers

Clay cladding

Colosseum
Nordic

Clay cladding

Colosseum
Earth

First impressions last – as do our facades!

Clay cladding

Pantheon
Nordic

×

Clay cladding

Pantheon
Earth

×

Clay shingles

Vidar

Technical advice
Description of project
Drawings and details
Price estimates
Statistical calculations on construction
Statistical calculations on fixation
Calculation of U-values

Fixation system

×
×

×

×

×

Mounting system
Material
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komproment.com

